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SR-18-19-43 UCC 
University Curriculum Committee 
RECOMMENDATION 
Recommends approval of the listed UNDERGRADUATE COURSE CHANGES in the following 
college and/or schools/programs: 
RATIONALE: 
College of Arts and Media 
Name of Course: AM299 
Rationale: The video production major is housed in the CAM, and not in a specific school. Changing 
the name to Sophomore Review changes the focus to a more comprehensive benchmark evaluation 
for their academic process. 
Name of Course: ART214 
Rationale: This change is intended to more accurately describe the media/processes investigated in 
this course. The addition of "Foundations" to all Foundations course titles (i.e., ART214, 215, 217, 218 
and 219). 
Name of Course: ART215 
Rationale: This change is intended to more accurately describe the media/processes investigated in 
this course. The addition of "Foundations" to all Foundations course titles (i.e., ART214, 215,217,218 
and 219). 
Name of Course: ART217 
Rationale: This change is intended to more accurately describe the media/processes investigated in 
this course. The addition of "Foundations" to all Foundations course titles (i.e., ART214, 215,217,218 
and 219). 
Name of Course: ART218 
Rationale: This change is intended to more accurately describe the media/processes investigated in 
this course. The addition of "Foundations" to all Foundations course titles (i.e., ART214, 215,217,218 
and 219). 
Name of Course: ART219 
Rationale: This change is intended to more accurately describe the media/processes investigated in 
this course. The addition of "Foundations" to all Foundations course titles (i.e., ART214, 215,217,218 
and 219). 
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College of Information Technology and Engineering 
Name of Course: ENGR245 
Rationale: The course title was changed to reflect the current content of the course after change. The 
course description was changed because the principles of instrumentations and sensors was replaced 
by PLC programming. 
Name of Course: ME325 
Rationale: The course is modified to include design of experiments, the required probability and 
statistical analysis. Therefore, the CR of the course is increased from 1 to 2 CH. 
Name of Course: ME420 
Rationale: The course title was changed to reflect the current content of the course after change. The 
course description was changed because the principles of instrumentations and sensors was replaced 
by PLC programming. 
College of Liberal Arts 
Name of Course: PSC202 
Rationale: Provides consistency across department course titles. Clarifies course content for 
students. 
Name of Course: PSC211 
Rationale: Provides consistency across department course titles. Clarifies course content for 
students. 
Name of Course: PSC307 
Rationale: Provides consistency across department course titles. Clarifies course content for student, 
avoiding confusing catalog course titles. 
Name of Course: PSC333 
Rationale: Provides consistency across department course titles. Clarifies course content for 
students. 
Name of Course: PSC381 
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Rationale: Provides consistency across department course titles. Clarifies course content for student, 
avoiding confusing catalog course titles. 
Name of Course: PSC383 
Rationale: Provides consistency across department course titles. Clarifies course content for student, 
avoiding confusing catalog course titles. 
Name of Course: PSC405 
Rationale: Provides consistency across department course titles. Clarifies course content for student, 
avoiding confusing catalog course titles. 
Name of Course: PSC406 
Rationale: Provides consistency across department course titles. Clarifies course content for student, 
avoiding confusing catalog course titles. 
Name of Course: PSC409 
Rationale: Provides consistency across department course titles. Clarifies course content for student, 
avoiding confusing catalog course titles. 
Name of Course: PSC424 
Rationale: Provides consistency across department course titles. Clarifies course content for student, 
avoiding confusing catalog course titles. 
Name of Course: PSC425 
Rationale: Provides consistency across department course titles. Clarifies course content for student, 
avoiding confusing catalog course titles. 
Name of Course: PSC428 
Rationale: Provides consistency across department course titles. Clarifies course content for student, 
avoiding confusing catalog course titles. 
Name of Course: PSC442 
Rationale: Provides consistency across department course titles. Clarifies course content for student, 
avoiding confusing catalog course titles. 
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Name of Course: PSC454 
University Curriculum Committee 
RECOMMENDATION 
Rationale: Provides consistency across department course titles. Clarifies course content for student, 
avoiding confusing catalog course titles. 
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